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ABSTRACT

The availability of an accurate, non-destructive method for measuring thickness and continuity of 2D materials with monolayer sensitivity over large areas is of pivotal importance for the development of new applications based on two-dimensional (2D) materials. While simple optical contrast methods and electrical measurements are sufficient for the case of metallic and semiconducting 2D materials, the low optical contrast and high electrical resistivity of wide band gap dielectric 2D materials such as hexagonal boron nitride (hBN) hampers their characterization. In this work, we demonstrate a non-destructive method to quantitatively map the thickness and continuity of hBN monolayers and bilayers over large areas. The proposed method is based on acquisition and subsequent fitting of ellipsometry spectra of hBN on Si/SiO₂ substrates. Once a proper optical model is developed, it becomes possible to identify and map the commonly observed polymer residuals from the transfer process and obtain sub-monolayer thickness sensitivity for the hBN film. With some assumptions on the optical functions of hBN, the thickness of an as-transferred hBN monolayer on SiO₂ is measured as 4.1 Å ± 0.1 Å, whereas the thickness of an air-annealed hBN monolayer on SiO₂ is measured as 2.5 Å ± 0.1 Å. We argue that the difference in the two measured values is due to the presence of a water layer trapped between the SiO₂ surface and the hBN layer in the latter case. The procedure can be fully automated to wafer-scale and extended to other 2D materials transferred onto any polished substrate, as long as their optical functions are approximately known.

INTRODUCTION

Wafer-scale realization of devices based on 2D materials and their heterostructures will depend on the availability of methods to characterize those materials quickly, reliably and non-destructively over large areas. Notably, two properties of 2D materials where one can envision stringent requirements from the industry are continuity and well-defined, homogeneous thickness.

Optical contrast and Raman spectroscopy are two of the most widely used methods to characterize thickness of 2D materials such as graphene and transition metal dichalcogenides. The optical contrast of those materials relative to a SiO₂ substrate is often sufficient to distinguish the number of layers - down to monolayer thickness - by simple inspection with an optical microscope. Raman spectroscopy can also be used to determine the layer thickness of these systems, since features like peak position, intensity and broadening vary consistently with the layer numbers.

On the other hand, thickness determination of wide band gap 2D materials such as hexagonal boron nitride (hBN) is still an open issue, despite the key role of hBN in the realization of electronic and optoelectronic devices based on 2D...
materials.\textsuperscript{8–11} Due to its visible- and near-infrared transparency, the optical contrast of hBN is very low. Even if the thickness of the typical SiO\textsubscript{2} thin film substrate is optimized to achieve maximum contrast in hBN, the contrast remains below 2.5% for a hBN monolayer.\textsuperscript{12} Moreover, in the case of transferred chemical vapor deposited (CVD) hBN, polymer residues will exacerbate this issue by strongly altering the overall optical contrast. The width and position of the main hBN Raman peak has been shown to depend on thickness in few-layer hBN, but the dependence is so weak that it is comparable to the standard deviation of the measurement from sample to sample.\textsuperscript{12,13} Furthermore, the intensity of the main hBN Raman peak is about 50 times smaller than the intensity of the G peak of graphene under the same measurement conditions\textsuperscript{12}, so that longer integration time is needed for the former case. Finally, coupling this last point with the fact that spot sizes for Raman measurements are typically of the order of 1 \textmu m means that wafer-scale analysis can be quite time-consuming. The hBN photoluminescence peak position depends on thickness up to 100 layers but thickness differences of one layer are too small to be resolved.\textsuperscript{14}

Unlike the case of electrically conductive 2D materials like graphene, the continuity of hBN cannot be measured by electrical probes\textsuperscript{15} due to its insulating nature. Alternative thickness characterization methods involving high vacuum equipment exist (e.g. transmission electron microscopy and scanning Auger spectroscopy) but they are small-scale and time-consuming.\textsuperscript{16} Atomic force microscopy (AFM) could also be used, but AFM is not suitable for rapid analysis over large areas, and the measurements can be affected by adsorbed water or polymer residues, in the case of transferred films.\textsuperscript{17} Therefore, a fast, reliable and non-destructive thickness characterization method scalable to large areas and complementary to the tools today available is highly desirable.

Spectroscopic ellipsometry is the industry-standard technique for mapping the thickness of thin-film materials on large scale. In fact, it has been applied before to determine the thickness and optical functions of BN films thicker than some tens of nm in amorphous, cubic, and hexagonal structure.\textsuperscript{18–22} Applying spectroscopic ellipsometry to 2D materials is not straightforward and presents specific challenges, mostly due to the very small thicknesses involved. This means that thickness characterization by ellipsometry has so far been possible only for 2D materials (such as graphene\textsuperscript{22,23} and MoS\textsubscript{2}\textsuperscript{,22,24}) whose thickness can be confirmed easily and reliably by other methods. A recent publication related to the application of ellipsometry for thickness imaging in 2D materials\textsuperscript{22} showed thickness results on few-layers graphene and MoS\textsubscript{2} followed by thickness results on much thicker hBN (> 100 nm). No studies on thickness determination of mono- or few-layer hBN by ellipsometry exist to our best knowledge, except for a brief mention with limited experimental details.\textsuperscript{25}

In this work, we first identify the key steps in the sample preparation phase and in the data analysis phase that are necessary in order to obtain reliable results from ellipsometry measurements on 2D hBN. Then, we demonstrate the ability of the ellipsometry technique to map the thickness and continuity of CVD-grown hBN down to monolayer thickness over regions of about 1 cm\textsuperscript{2}, which can in principle be extended to any arbitrary area.

**EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS**

**Process A**

Two sets of samples were used in this work. For the first set of samples (Process A), hBN was grown on commercially available platinum foil using a custom built low-pressure CVD furnace. The deposition follows an established process similar to growth of hBN on copper, which is discussed in detail elsewhere.\textsuperscript{26} Namely, the samples are heated to the growth temperature of 1100°C and exposed to borazine vapor at a pressure of 1x10\textsuperscript{-5} for 5 minutes. After growth, the samples are transferred by semi-dry mechanical delamination onto a Si substrate pre-coated with 80 nm SiO\textsubscript{2} using a poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA) stamp. In particular, since platinum interacts weakly with 2D-materials\textsuperscript{27} it is possible to directly delaminate the 2D films by mechanical force. Therefore, a PVA layer is first coated onto the sample and then delaminated after drying. The PVA/h-BN stack can then be deposited directly on the target substrate, in case of monolayer transfer. If multiple layers are required, the same PVA/h-BN stack is deposited onto another as-grown h-BN/Pt sample, delaminated again and then deposited onto the target substrate. It is worth noting that in this process the second h-BN layer only comes into contact with the first h-BN layer and thus there cannot be any polymer residues between the two hBN layers. The final step of the transfer process is the dissolution of the PVA in DI water.

To enable precise identification of positions on the substrate and measurement repeatability, a periodic array of metallic index marks was fabricated on the Si/SiO\textsubscript{2} substrate by photolithography, metal evaporation, and lift-off (see Fig. S1, Supporting Information).

**Process B**

For the second set of samples (Process B), hBN was grown on electropolished copper foil inside a commercial rapid-thermal CVD system (AS-One, Annealsys). Details of the electropolishing procedure can be found elsewhere.\textsuperscript{28} For CVD growth, both the borazine vapor and the thermal energy coming from infrared lamps were pulsed in order to reduce the damage to the chamber due to the reaction with the infrared radiation sensitive borazine precursor.\textsuperscript{29} Details can be found in the Supporting Information. hBN was then transferred to a Si/SiO\textsubscript{2} wafer with index marks (as in Process A) by a standard wet etching transfer procedure using a spin-coated poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) film as a handling layer.\textsuperscript{30} Notably, the Cu substrate was etched in a 5 wt% HCl solution containing 0.5 wt% hydrogen peroxide. The PMMA film used as handling layer was removed in acetone after transfer to the SiO\textsubscript{2} target substrate. However, even after 24 h in acetone, we found it impossible
to obtain reliable ellipsometry results on samples fabricated by Process B due to large amounts of residual PMMA contamination. Therefore, those samples were annealed in air at 300°C. By a combination of optical contrast and ellipsometry, it was found that most of the residual PMMA had burned off during the annealing step, while leaving the hBN layer intact (Fig. S2, Supporting Information). Unless otherwise specified, all characterization of samples fabricated by Process B (including ellipsometry measurements) was performed after the annealing step in air.

Spectroscopic ellipsometry is an optical technique for determining the thickness and optical functions of one or more stacked thin film materials. Incident white light containing a broad spectral range of photon energies \( E \) with known \( p- \) and \( s- \)polarization components is reflected by the films and their substrate. The overall reflection coefficients of the sample at each photon energy for the two polarization components depend both on the optical functions of the film(s) and substrate (that is, refractive index \( n(E) \) and extinction coefficient \( k(E) \) and on their thicknesses due to interference effects. Reflected light is detected by the ellipsometer, which measures the magnitude, \( \tan(\Psi(E)) \), and phase, \( \Delta(E) \), of the ratio between the reflection coefficients for the \( p- \) and \( s- \)polarization components. Hence, any unknown film thickness and optical functions in the sample can in principle be traced back by fitting the \( \Psi \) and \( \Delta \) spectra to a layered optical model where those unknown quantities are the fitting parameters. We used a rotating compensator spectroscopic ellipsometer (M-2000, J.A. Woollam Co.) with a measurement spot size of approximately 200 x 400 µm (Fig. S1, Supporting Information). Thickness inhomogeneity on a smaller scale than the spot size is therefore not resolved with the current measurement configuration. To a first approximation, the thickness measured on an inhomogeneous spot will be a weighted average of the thickness distribution within that spot. If spatial resolution is the main concern, spectroscopic imaging ellipsometry could in principle be employed. The measurement of \( \Psi(E) \) and \( \Delta(E) \) at each measured spot was taken at two angles of incidence \( \theta \) (60° and 70°) in the photon energy range 0.7-5.9 eV. By repeating the ellipsometry measurement on different spots, the \( \Psi \) and \( \Delta \) spectra were mapped automatically over a region of the order of 1 cm² depending on the specific sample. The distance between the center of any adjacent measurement was 500 µm, so that there is a gap of 100 µm between each adjacent measurement. With the above acquisition parameters, which are not optimized for speed, the measurement time is 90 min/cm². If measurement time is the main concern, single-wavelength imaging ellipsometry could be an alternative option, even though the thickness sensitivity may decrease. The program CompleteEase, version 5.06 (J.A. Woollam Co.) was used to define possible optical models for the investigated layer structure, to fit the \( \Psi \) and \( \Delta \) spectra against those models, and to determine the mean square error (MSE) of the fit, as well as the error bars of the fitted parameters and their correlation coefficients (Figs. S3-S5, Supporting Information). Once the optical model is defined, it takes about 2 min to fit an area of 1 cm² without any user interaction and using only a standard laptop computer.

Analysis of the position, intensity, and width of the main Raman peak of hBN (1366-1370 cm⁻¹) was used to double-check the thickness measured by ellipsometry at different locations across the samples. We used a Raman system with a 532 nm laser and a 50x objective lens (Renishaw). Note that the spot size of the Raman measurement is about 1 µm, i.e., two orders of magnitude smaller than the ellipsometry spot size. For this reason, more than 100 Raman measurements over a 100 x 100 µm grid were performed at each location. The presence of hBN on the sample was further determined by x-ray photoemission spectroscopy (XPS, Thermo Scientific K-Alpha) with a monochromatized Al Kα X-ray source and nominal spot size of 400 µm. The 1s core levels of B, N, and C were used to quantify atomic composition with analysis depth of a few nm. Optical maps were acquired using a Nikon Eclipse L200D microscope equipped with a programmable Prior Scientific XYZ stage. Background subtraction from individual optical images and subsequent stitching of images to form an optical map was conducted as described elsewhere. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) characterization was performed with a Zeiss Supra 40 VP SEM. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) experiments were carried out in air in semi-contact mode with a NTEGRA AFM from NT-MDT Spectrum Instruments.

OPTICAL MODELING

Although spectroscopic ellipsometry appears to be an ideal technique for characterizing thickness and optical functions of 2D materials, a number of possible issues must be dealt with in order to obtain reliable results. Here we briefly introduce those issues.

**Substrate:** An area of the Si/SiO₂ substrate that is not covered by hBN is used as a reference ellipsometry measurement. This is used to determine the thickness and optical functions of the SiO₂ layer, which are then regarded as known quantities when measuring on the full Si/SiO₂/hBN stack, thus minimizing the number of fitting parameters. We find that the thickness of the thermally-grown SiO₂ is relatively uniform, with standard deviation of 0.6 Å across a 0.5 cm² region mapped with 228 equally spaced measurement points (Fig. S5, Supporting Information).

**Ambiguity between thickness determination and optical function determination:** A general limitation of the ellipsometry technique for very thin layers (< 10 nm) is that changes in \( \Psi \) and \( \Delta \) spectra due to thickness variations are indistinguishable from changes in \( \Psi \) and \( \Delta \) spectra due to optical function variations. It follows that either the thickness or the optical functions of hBN must be treated as a known parameter when fitting ellipsometry spectra. The procedure followed in this study is to test a set of optical functions from a given literature source and fit the hBN...
Clearly, the ellipsometry spectra residuals are inevitably observed on top of the transferred material.35 Although the polymer is chemically removed after transfer by use of suitable solvents, some residuals are inevitably observed on top of the transferred material.35 Clearly, the ellipsometry spectra $\Psi(E)$ and $\Delta(E)$ can be influenced by the thickness and optical functions of the residual polymer (Fig. 1). If the residual polymer is not optimally modeled when fitting ellipsometry spectra, the thickness of the 2D material can be grossly overestimated (Fig. S2, Supporting Information). In fact, the only difference between the optical models used for Process A and for Process B is the treatment of polymer contamination. In Process A, the transfer polymer (PVA) is the treatment of polymer contamination. In Process B, the transfer polymer (PMMA) was burned off after transfer. Therefore, a discontinuous PMMA layer above the hBN layer is assumed in Model B (Fig. 1(b)). Its thickness (10 nm) is estimated by AFM measurements (Fig. S15, Supporting Information) and kept fixed, whereas its surface coverage is a fitted parameter ($\rho_p$). The optical functions of PMMA are altered by air annealing, and they are therefore estimated by a separate ellipsometry measurement on burned PMMA and kept fixed (Fig. S8, Supporting Information).

Angular spread of light beam: In order to obtain a relatively small spot size in the ellipsometry measurement, the incident light beam is focused by a lens. If the resulting angular spread of the incident beam ($7^\circ$ in our setup) is not modeled in the data fitting phase, the fitted hBN thickness can be significantly different and often inconsistent with Raman results. A significantly lower MSE of the fit (6.3 versus 9.8) is achieved when the angular spread effect is included.

Once the above precautions have been observed, the MSE of the fit and the correlation coefficient between fitted parameters become sufficiently low to (i) obtain sub-monolayer thickness sensitivity, and to (ii) distinguish between hBN and polymer contamination (Figs. S3-S4, Supporting Information).

RESULTS

Process A

Samples fabricated with Process A were modeled as shown in Fig. 1(a). Nominally, a continuous hBN layer with fixed, anisotropic optical functions (either those by Schubert et al.19 or those by Ishii et al.33) lies beneath a continuous PVA layer. The only two fitting parameters are the hBN thickness ($d_h$) and the PVA thickness ($d_p$). Results from two samples fabricated following Process A are shown in Fig. 2. Sample 1 is a monolayer of hBN, while a transfer of two monolayers of hBN was attempted for Sample 2. An optical map of Sample 1 (Fig. 2(a)) appears uniform with some polymer contamination easily visible in the top of the map. A scratch (from the transfer process) through the center of Sample 2 is easily visible, while a darker and possibly thicker hBN region is seen in the region surrounding the small cross on the map. From optical microscopy it is thus possible to visualize hBN layers, but the low contrast of the hBN mixed with possible polymer contamination altering the optical response makes it practically impossible to implement automated optical coverage analysis as done for graphene.4 A comparison of the ellipsometric hBN thickness maps (Fig. 2(c,d)) with optical maps (Fig. 2(a,b)) reveals that the areas where hBN was transferred are correctly detected by the
Figure 2. Characterization of samples fabricated by Process A. (a,b) Optical maps of Sample 1 and Sample 2. Contrast has been enhanced (~80%) to increase visibility of hBN layers. The small crosses highlight positions for Raman characterization shown in Figure S10, Supporting Information. (c,d) Ellipsometric hBN thickness map (fitting parameter $d_h$) of Sample 1 and Sample 2 with corresponding histograms of hBN thickness in (g,h). The hBN optical functions measured by Schubert et al. are used to obtain the ellipsometry map. (e,f) Ellipsometric thickness maps of polymer (PVA) layer (fitting parameter $d_p$) in Sample 1 and Sample 2. (i) Scatter plot of integrated Raman peak intensity ($I_T$) and Raman peak position for Sample 1 and Sample 2.

Figure 3. Characterization of sample fabricated by Process B. (a) Optical map. The small crosses highlight positions for Raman characterization shown in Figure S10, Supporting Information. (b) Ellipsometric hBN thickness map (fitting parameter $d_h$) of the sample in (a) with corresponding histogram of hBN thickness in (d). The hBN optical functions measured by Schubert et al. are used to obtain the ellipsometry map. (c) Ellipsometric map of polymer (PMMA) coverage in the mixed PMMA/air top layer (fitting parameter $p%$).

Ellipsometry measurement. In particular, the sample discontinuity caused by a scratch and visible in the optical map of Fig. 2(b) is promptly picked up by the ellipsometry map and attributed to a discontinuity in the hBN layer (Fig. 2(d)) rather than in the polymer layer (Fig. 2(f)). The brighter area at the bottom of the optical map of Sample 2 (Fig. 2(b)) is attributed to the absence of both hBN and of the polymer contamination layer. This highlights the applicability of ellipsometry measurements for extracting the thickness of hBN. From the optical map the scratch could easily be viewed as a single layer of hBN compared to the bare SiO$_2$ region, while the actual single layer hBN region would then optically be detected as a bilayer region. Finally, the dark area visible at the top of the optical map of Sample 1 (Fig. 2(a)) is correctly attributed to polymer contamination (Fig. 2(e)).

Sample 1, which was fabricated aiming for monolayer hBN, appears to have a fairly uniform thickness over the whole sample area according to ellipsometry (Fig. 2(c)). Analysis of the thickness distribution statistics using Schubert’s optical functions for hBN (Fig. 2(e)) yields a thickness count peaking around 4.1 Å. When Ishii’s optical functions are employed, the thickness distribution retains its shape but is shifted to lower thicknesses, with the count peak appearing at 2.4 Å thickness instead (Fig. S9, Supporting Information). Given that the interplanar spacing of bulk hBN along its c-axis is 3.33 Å, and that a layer of adsorbed water may be present between SiO$_2$ and hBN, the peak in measured thickness is likely to correspond to a monolayer of hBN on SiO$_2$. The thickness difference between the two optical
function models can be ascribed to the higher (roughly 10%) refractive index measured by Ishii et al., which implies that light propagation in hBN is slower than in the case of Schubert’s refractive index, and therefore a lower hBN thickness is necessary to obtain the same phase shift for light reflected at the Si/SiO2 interface and propagating twice through the hBN layer. Note that, regardless of the assumed optical functions, the thickness distribution has a tail for thicknesses below the peak thickness, whereas it decays rapidly for thicknesses above the peak thickness. This is expected for a sample that is never thicker than a hBN monolayer, but that may be discontinuous in some areas. Indeed, if the sample is not continuous over the area of a single measurement, the resulting thickness will be smaller than the value for a continuous monolayer sheet, as we have discussed earlier, in the Experimental Details section.

Sample 2 exhibits a broader thickness distribution in the ellipsometry map (Fig. 2(d,f)). It peaks at a similar thickness (4.1 Å) as the previous sample, but it has a longer tail in both directions. This might be due to the fact that measurements in a transition region between two and one layer will give a number that is between these two thicknesses. Nevertheless, from the ellipsometry map it is straightforward to pinpoint the location of a bilayer area (Fig. 2(d)). Raman spectroscopy, performed at pixels with measured thickness above 6 Å and around 4 Å (Fig.2(g)), confirms indeed the presence of bilayer and monolayer hBN, respectively. We find a red shift of 0.5 cm⁻¹ in the hBN Raman peak position and an increase in the integrated intensity, both of which correspond to the differences between mono- and bilayer hBN reported elsewhere. For a fairly inhomogeneous specimen like Sample 2, ellipsometry is a particularly useful technique because the relative thickness accuracy between different spots is only limited by the standard error of the fit, which is less than 0.1 Å in this study (Fig. S3, Supporting Information).

Process B
Since the samples fabricated with Process B were subjected to air annealing in order to remove most of the polymer contamination, a separate optical model (Model B) was developed for those samples, as shown in Fig. 1(b). The hBN layer itself is modeled exactly as in Model A. However, the PMMA optical functions are modified to account for the fact that the few PMMA leftovers have been burned and therefore exhibit absorption in the visible. The modified PMMA optical functions are still kept fixed from point to point as in Model A. Since only scattered PMMA leftovers are expected after air annealing (Fig. S2, Supporting Information), the PMMA layer is modeled as a mix of air and PMMA (Fig. 1(b)). The PMMA coverage in the mixed layer is a fitting parameter ($p_{PMMA}$), whereas its thickness $d_{PMMA}$ is a fixed parameter (more details available in the Supporting Information).

Optical and ellipsometric thickness maps of a sample fabricated with Process B and air-annealed are shown in Fig. 3(a,b). Interestingly, two well-separated areas of significantly different thicknesses are revealed, which results in a double peak in the corresponding thickness distribution (Fig. 3(d)). The first peak has the most counts around a thickness of 2.5 Å. The second peak has the most counts at around 6.0 Å. The second peak matches well with the sum of the thickness of the first peak plus the interplanar spacing of bulk hBN (that is, 2.5 Å + 3.3 Å = 5.8 Å). Raman spectroscopy also suggests from an increase in the integrated peak area that the pixels of 6 Å thickness are bilayer areas, whereas the pixels of 2.5 Å thickness are monolayer areas (Fig. S10, Supporting Information). The same trend is qualitatively confirmed by the higher intensity of XPS B 1s and N 1s core level peaks in the areas identified as bilayers (Figs. S11-S12, Supporting Information). Interestingly, a higher PMMA coverage is detected in the areas with thicker hBN (Fig. 3(c)), which is also confirmed by the higher intensity of the C 1s core level peak in the XPS spectra related to those areas (Figs. S12-S13, Supporting Information) and by SEM and AFM images (Figs. S14-S15 in Supplementary Information). If not correctly detected, this would lead to overestimation of the hBN thickness by optical techniques. For example, the region with thicker hBN could be incorrectly identified as a trilayer due to the additional contrast from the PMMA. Distinguishing between the hBN layer and polymer residues is therefore of great importance also for post-annealed samples fabricated by Process B.

Finally, we note that there is a considerable difference between Process A and Process B regarding the thickness of a hBN monolayer (4.1 Å versus 2.5 Å). This difference can be explained by the likely presence of an adsorbed water layer between SiO2 and hBN on as-transferred samples (Process A), similar to the case of graphene. Such a water interlayer may be expelled upon annealing at 300°C as in Process B causing the hBN to conform better to the substrate similarly to graphene. Since water layers are not included in our ellipsometry model to keep the model complexity low, it is then possible that the 4.1 Å thickness of a hBN monolayer, as measured in the samples fabricated with Process A, includes the thickness of a water layer.

CONCLUSION

Through multi-angle spectroscopic ellipsometry, the thickness and continuity of two-dimensional hBN grown by CVD and transferred to a Si/SiO2 substrate was mapped over a centimeter squared area. For the first time, sub-monolayer thickness sensitivity was demonstrated for hBN grown by different CVD processes, with or without post-transfer annealing. Once the presence of polymer leftovers from the transfer process was appropriately included in the optical model used to fit ellipsometry spectra, the thickness of hBN could be determined down to a monolayer, consistently with Raman and XPS analysis. Assuming that the hBN optical functions employed in this study are correct, the thickness of an as-transferred hBN monolayer on SiO2 is measured as 4.1 Å ± 0.1 Å, whereas the thickness of an air-annealed hBN monolayer on SiO2 is measured as 2.5 Å ± 0.1 Å. The discrepancy is likely due to the removal of a water interlayer between hBN and SiO2 upon air annealing. In hBN bilayers,
the spacing between the first and second layer is roughly 3.3 Å, consistently with the interplanar spacing of bulk hBN. Due to its single layer sensitivity and its ability to distinguish between hBN and polymer contamination, ellipsometry appears as a more reliable tool for thickness identification compared to optical contrast methods, especially if coupled to SEM or AFM techniques for the characterization of morphology of polymer residues in the case of transferred films. The fast, non-destructive large-area mapping capabilities demonstrated here for the case of hBN may be extended to other 2D materials whose thickness is too difficult or too slow to characterize with other techniques. Extending the method to other materials requires, however, that reasonable guesses for their optical functions and for the characteristics of any transfer-related polymer contamination are available.
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